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TRAINING CLASS

RAFFLE
PRIZE!
CLAMP METER

Refrigerant Recovery - The Right Way!CLASS TOPIC

Please come ready to learn and feel free to ask any questions regarding Fieldpiece 
products or general application best practices. Fieldpiece will also be doing a giveway 

raffle for a chance to win an SC260 Clamp Meter for those attending. 

During this session you will learn the theory and hands-on elements of refrigerant 
recovery and how to make the recovery process easier, fast and better!

CONCORD BRANCH
Address: 2170 Commerce Ave., Suite U, Concord 

Date:Thursday, May, 23rd • Time: 8:00am - 12:00pm | Phone: (925) 825-5711 

Breakfast and coffee will be served!
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NOW IN-STOCK!

Infrared Refrigerant Leak DetectorDR82
This detector can sniff out leaks at <0.03 oz/
yr. That’s 20 times more sensitive than soap 

bubbles. This exceeds detection standards so 
you can quickly find and pinpoint leaks.

Digital Refrigerant Recovery MachineMR45
Smart variable speed DC motor that accelerates 

during vapor recovery. It has an oversized 
quiet compressor. View status messages and 
pressures directly on the large backlit display.

Wireless Refrigerant ScaleSR47
SR47’s industry-leading accuracy ensures your 
systems get the proper refrigerant charge every 

time. It communicates seamlessly with the 
Fieldpiece Job Link System App or SMAN.

8 CFM Vacuum PumpVP87
This lightweight, portable but powerful pump 

shortens evacuation times and saves you time 
on the jobsite. Its large oil reservoir window gives 

you a clear view to assess the oil.

Wireless Vacuum GaugeMG44
Built to make your work easier. Helps eliminate 

misleading measurements by allowing you 
to connect it at the system port - even those 

awkward, hard-to-reach spots.

Combustion AnalyzerCAT45
High contrast, 5.5 in. touchscreen display makes 

it easy to view in a dimly lit basement or bright 
rooftop. Save customer data. Live trend report is 

available with O2, CO and CO2 readings.

Expandable RMS Stick MultimeterHS36
Equipped with a magnetic hanger, along with 

detachable silicone test leads and alligator clip 
probe tips, as well as the full set of built-in safety 

features. Includes everyday HVACR ranges. 

VIEW THESE PRODUCTS ON OUR WEBSITE!QR LINKS
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